
All mainstream global religions espouse care for each other and for the Earth. It is a vital subject for all life as we know it on 

Earth and that includes us. We as the dominant species on this planet ( though bacteria and viruses may dispute that!! ) are 

responsible for the life threatening imbalance we have created and are thus the solution to the problem too!  

Power, Greed, Profit and Death  

equals NO Future 

Care, Concern, Conservation and Life  

equals A positive Future 

Where D = 0 and L = 1. WHICH EQUASION REPRESENTS YOU? 

Each one of us as a human being has had to make choices all throughout our lives. Each one of us has plotted an individual 

path to reach this point; the person you are at this moment! 

We are all different! No one else has had to make the same set of decisions. Many of these decisions are biased because of 

each of our own personal circumstances. These are social, environmental and physical obstacles that shape the path to the 

person we are. 

Yet, we are ALL human, with potential love in our heart and care for the physical world that supports us.  

Everyone shares the climate, as human beings, therefore we ALL need to unite to preserve its balance. 

In joining i4one.org you plan your own action plan. Individual to you. Achievable by you. Everyone’s personal plan to help   

tackle climate change will be different.  

There is no criticism nor policing. 

The key is that you have a plan and you are actively enacting it in small achievable goals. The essential word for success is 

ACHIEVABLE, achievable for you, not someone else! We can ALL do this. 

Billions of us making lifestyle choices wrong for the planet have got us here and so billions of us making personal lifestyle  

choices right for the planet will get us out of it.    i4one.org 


